Personal Development Provision Map
PSHE, Spiritual, moral, social and cultural development and British Values
Year 1
Autumn 1
Mindmate
lesson

PSHE
Associsation
core themes
Discrete PHSE
lessons

Autumn 2

Theme – Feeling good &
being me
Recognise feelings
I can talk about how I am
feeling

Theme – friends & family
Recognise how others show
feelings & know how to
respond
I know when my friends are
feeling happy
Health and wellbeing

What do we put into and
on to our bodies
see spring 1 Geog

Learn about personal
safety
Learn about people who
can help them
Antibullying workshop
I Like myself

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Theme – Life changes
New school/class Making new
friends
I understand that talking
about my feelings can help

Theme – Strong emotions
Recognise what is fair/ unfair
right/wrong
I know when someone is
being unkind, including myself

Theme – Being the same,
being different
Celebrating differences
I know the people in my class
are all different

Relationships

Learn about what makes
them special.

Summer 2

Theme – Solving
problems, making it
better
Setting goals & targets
I can work & play well in a
small group
Living in the wider world – economic wellbeing and
being a responsible citizen

Learn about being cooperative with others

Learn about food that is
associated with special
times,in different cultures

Learn about different jobs
that people do
See Sum 2 History

Road Safety Training

Food tasting – taste
different fruits from the
story Handa’s Surprise

Medieval Banquet
Dress and kings and
Queens/Build a castle
day

Learn about roles and
responsibilites at home
and school
See Spring 2 Geog

NSPCC assembly
speak out, stay safe

Enrichment

Trip to Ledston Hall
Outdoor leaf hunt for art
work
Harvest Visit to Church

Toy day
Abby House Museum toy
visit
Christmas Carols in
Church

School tour – interview
different staff to find out
about their roles

Invite PCSO into school
to talk about their role

Visit to Sikh Temple

PSHE links embedded into the curriculum
English

Science
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Room On the Broom
Little red Riding Hood
PSHE links – Stranger
danger, keeping yourself
safe
SOCIAL
Cody the Caterpillar
PSHE links – new
beginnings, changes
SOCIAL

Scardey Squirrell
PSHE links – Discussions
around feelings
SPIRITUAL, SOCIAL

Seasonal Changes
PSHE links – talk about
environmental factors
that affect our weather.

Plants: naming, common
plants including trees,
basic plant structure

The Snow man

Lost and Found
PSHE links – Discussions
around keeping safe
SOCIAL
Oi frog

The day the Crayons Quit
PSHE links – Discussions
around resilience
SOCIAL
The 3 little Pigs
PHSE links – Discussions
about helping one
another/knowing right
from wrong

Everyday Materials: identification and properties,
grouping

Handa’s Surprise
PSHE links – Discusion
around friendship –
helping each other
SOCIAL CULTURAL
The Gruffalo

George and the Dragon
PSHE – Learn about St
Georges day
CULTURAL
Knights and castles

Animals, including humans: naming common animals
from various animal groups, carnivores, herbivores,
omnivores, the human body and our senses
PHSE links – naming body parts, talking about feelings
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RE
Art/DT

Look at natural disasters
around the world
Which books and stories
are special?
CULTURAL, SOCIAL
Weather and seasons
collage
Observational leaf
drawings
PSHE links – collaborative
work collecting and
gathering leaves from
local area
SOCIAL

Computing
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What does it mean to
belong to a church or a
mosque?
SOCIAL
Produce landscapes
Focus n work of John
Constable

How and why do we care for others?
SOCIAL, CULTURAL

Our seasons and
weather
PSHE links – talk about
environmental factors
that affect our weather.
Look at natural disasters
around the world
SOCIAL

E – Safety

Owning your creative
work: Create, name and
date my digital creative
work.
Safe image searching:
Safely search for images
online.

How do we celebrate
special events?
SOCIAL, CULTURAL

Who brought messages
from God and what did
they say?
SPIRITUAL, SOCIAL

Artwork linked to friends handprints

Toys
PSHE links - look at
gender steryotypes with
toys. Identify differences
between themselves
The History of the
Christmas Cracker
PSHE links – explore how
different cultures
celebrate Christmas

History

Geography

and emotions

Where have all the
castles gone?
PSHE links – learn about
different jobs in history,
compare them to jobs
now.
Discussions around rich
and poor peoples lives
long ago – How does
money change how we
live
SOCIAL, CULTURAL

Hot and Cold Lands –
People and Places
PSHE links – what do we
put on our bodies to
keep warm/protected
from the sun

Out and about around
our School
PSHE links - Learn about
roles and responsibilites
at home and school.
Look at jobs people
around us do
SOCIAL
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Staying smart online:
Understand how to
communicate safely
online.
My personal information:
Understand what
personal information I
need to keep safe.
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Appendix 1
British Values
British Values are embedded in our curriculum and School Values, we provide pupils with a broad general knowledge of and promote respect
for public institutions and services through lessons, Assemblies, speaker events and curriculum programmes: PSHE/ SRE/ RE
Democracy – We provide pupils with a broad general knowledge of and promote respect for public institutions and services through lessons,
Assemblies, speaker events and curriculum programmes: PSHE/ SRE/ RE . Pupils have the opportunity to have their voices heard through our
School Council, pupil Interviews and pupil questionnaires. The elections of the school council representatives are based on pupil votes. The
School Council is used to teach pupils how they can influence decision making through democratic process. We Include information about the
advantages and disadvantages of democracy and how it works in Britain and abroad through the PSHE, History, Geography, RE and English
Curriculum. Pupil voice was decisive in the creation of the school Playground Code.We encourage students to be aware of injustice, perceived
or real and think about ways in which this can be challenged through school processes or in the wider world, Charity Fundraising initiatives and
awareness raising campaigns. Children have the opportunity to take on several roles and responsibilities - Buddies, School Council Reps, House
Captains and class monitors with specific class based job roles. Events such as Hawksworth Wood’s Got Talent also allow pupils to experience
the democratic voting process. Assemblies are used to explore themes relating to democracy in this country and around the world.
Rules of law – The importance of Laws, whether those which govern the class, the school, or the country, are consistently reinforced throughout
school, through in-class discussions and assemblies. Rules and expectations are transparent, clear and fair. Pupils are helped to distinguish right
from wrong. Pupils are taught the value and reasons behind rules and laws and the consequences when laws are broken. Visits to school by the
Police, Prison Service and Fire Service help reinforce this message. Pupils have the opportunity to meet local authority councillors and school
Governors. We help pupils to understand that the law and living under the rule of law is intended to protect individuals. We use opportunities in
lessons to review understanding of the rule of law and its effects upon individuals and groups. We help pupils to understand that the law is to be
respected through upholding and adhering to it as a community and to our own school rules. Our school behaviour system is set against agreed
rules. Our rewards system in school reinforces our expectations of behaviour choices.
Individual Liberty – Pupils are actively encouraged to make choices, knowing that they are in a safe and supportive environment. As a school
we educate and provide boundaries for pupils to make choices safely. Pupils are encouraged to know, understand and exercise their rights
and are advised how to exercise these safely, for example through our E-Safety and PHSE lessons. We support all pupils to develop positive selfesteem, self-confidence and self-awareness and self-knowledge. Our pupils are encouraged to assume responsibility for their own behaviour
and acknowledge the effects it may have on others. Children are encouraged to participate in our numerous extra-curricular clubs and
opportunities, pupils are given freedom to make choices. Through the curriculum we challenge stereotypes and promote individuality at every
opportunity, modelled by staff and older children setting positive examples through the school for example the Playtime Buddying system. We
work tirelessly through our PHSE, e-safety and anti-bullying curriculum to establish and maintain a climate in which all students feel safe and
bullying is not tolerated.
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Mutual respect and Tolerance of those of Different Faiths and Beliefs. – Part of our school ethos is the core value of ‘Respect’. Pupils have been
part of discussions and assemblies related to what this means and how it is shown. This is reiterated through our classroom and school rules, as
well as our behaviour policy. Children are recognised for their great respect, great manners or helpfulness. Celebration assembly often pays
tribute to Stars of the Week who have shown elements of our school values, including respect. We promote respect for individual differences
using Curricular and extracurricular opportunities to expose pupils to British and other cultures, their ways of life and faiths We encourage and
support pupils in growing their understanding and appreciation of these through Assemblies and visits to places of worship. These are used as a
vehicle to embrace and accept different ways of worship and different perspectives on faith. We use curricular opportunities: PHSE, RE and
English debating to encourage critical thinking and deeper understanding of difference and beliefs. We discuss differences between people:
ethnicity, gender, faith, disability, sexuality and family situations such as young carers or looked after children ensuring that pupils can
understand these different elements within British society. We define roles within the school for children that promote respect for example
Playground Buddies, Class Monitor roles, Reading Buddies. We recognise the diversity of our school and community through school displays and
photographs
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